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We present here evidence '61howing the existence of a nonstrange meson of
'?-!
• ,I~
',i.,
mass 959 MaV. :
In the current experiment, the 72-in. hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed
" to a separated beam of 2.4S-~ 2.63-, .and2.70-BeV/c K- mesons from the Bevatron.
Approximately 370000 pictures were taken to date; approximately 300000 have
": ,:- . ".
been scanned. The reactions' of interest in this paper are
II " • .. .
(2)
.' .;
(3)
+
-+MM (4)v 'lI'
I.;"
+ +
-
.. (5)'lI' 11'11'
"
(6)
/').0 + + .... : (7)'lI'1r'll''If +MM
;. , .
and
/').IJ + - \ (8)3v3v
. .....
These reactions are foundLn the topologies of a V and 0,2.4, and 6 prongs. At
( ~. this time we have measured the V -four-prong and V -six-prong events in 250000
I I
pictures, the V-tw~-prongsin135 000 pictures, and the V-zero-prongs in 100 000 .
', I oi
. pictures.
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Figure ia shows clearly the existence of the 959-MeV meson as an enhance-
+ + 0 - - ,rnent in the 'IT v 'If Tl' v spectrum from reaction (6). The mass is 959 ± Z MeV
and the full width is r;s 12. MeY. 1 We observe 35 events in the interval
2. 2.0.86 ~ M (5-:r) ~ 0.98 BeY. The background is estimated to be less than 100/0 of the
:x~ak,. These events are produced mainly with a momentum transfer A2. 1\ Ie s s
. ~J~
2 2
'i:L::m. 0.5 BeV. We have used the nnomentum transfer only as a means to
~.:r<J.rate other decay modes of this meson from the large background in reactions
('1 through 5). 'The distribution of the four Tl'+'IT' 0 'IT' - combinations for each of the
~.: e'.;;;nts in the peak (Fig. 1b) clearly shows the presence of the 548-MeV Tj meson.
. •. 35 t hI'+,.) - • 1 h 3 nT 1 d
"":.t'I 01 H1.6 even: s as at east one ,1T rr 'it' t r i p et at t e " mass. He conc u e
+ -'~rl~ 959-MeV meson decays into 11 1T ".
',','0 TI.OW turn our attention to other possible decay modes of this meson.
The neutral MM and the 11+V'" :tv11'.1 distributions (at 2.45 BeV/c only) from reactions
!1) and (4) (Fig. Z. a and b) show enhancements at 959 !\1eV. In addition. the
Z 0 + -
,o;;..lection of MM ~ 11 in the low- A A 'IT. 'IT ~;L~1 events gives a practically clean
aample for the 1t'+'I'I'-" where the ." decays into all neutrals (Fig. 2b). This last
. £ 6 . 2 +- 2sefection gives a sample 0 2 events WIth 0.86~ M ('IT' 11' MM) ~ 0.98 BeV
and 0.27 E; MM2 " 0.33 BeV2 for c111 the 135000 pictures in which these events
4' . + - + 0 -' + -.were measured. No appreciable decay Into 'it' 1T • 'if 11 'IT • and 2'lT 2rr IS observed
, +0 - +,;. 5(Fig. 2, c and d). In addition, no decay Into 2Tt 2'tl' 211' or 311 3'f1' is observed.
\7e note that the decay rat~ into a~l neutrals (:5 20 A O + MM events above back -
ground in Fig. 2.a) is comparable to the decay rate into 'IT+11-" (four of the
35 A0 511' events occur in the lAS-BeVIe part of the sample in addition to the 14
0+-A 'IT' 'IT MM events in Fig. 2b).
+ -We now look at the properties of the 11' 'IT Tj decay mode in an attempt to
determine the quantum numbers of this rne co n. Whe n we construct the Dalitz plot
of M 2( 'IT+,,) ver eus M 2('lT- ,,) and their projections (Fig. 3a) for the 61 A 0'lT'+rr-"1\ events
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o 0 + ... 6 :l:(35 A 5'11' and 26 A 'it 'U' MM), we observe no particular structure in the 'IT "
distributions. Tho distribution of points in the DaUtz plot is consistent with
uniformity. The At 2.0...MaV spread in the observed full width of the meson maas
smears out the points appreciably (envelopes labeled 950 and 970 MeV in Fig. 3a).
Z +... . ,
However. the distribution in M ('IT Tf outside the ,,) (Fig. 3b) is not appreciably
affected by the resolution. The tt\r'" distribution appears to be onhanced around
360 MeV. We now consider the 11''lt'l1 system aa a dipion and 11. with no final-state
interaction between the " and the pions outside it. and denote the angular momentum
of the dipion aa £ and that between the dipion and the eta as L. All JP states
+
except 0 are allowed. For J = 0 or 1, the possible spins and parities are
- + - - +o (1. =L =0); 1 (1. = 0, L =1, 0 r 1. =1, L =0); and 1 (1. =L =1). For 0 and 1 ,
there can be no correlation between the direction of the " and that of one of the
pions as viewed in the dipion rest frame. 7 For 1-, a sin2 e correlation is
'IT"
required. 8 The distribution in cos e as observed in the dipion rest frame is
'IT"
essentially isotropic, disagreeing with the sin2 e prediction of a 1 - state
'IT"
( Fig. 3c). The ambiguity of the choice of the" in the A5'IT events does not
alter this conclusion. 9 Thus, we conclude that the 959 -MeV meson is probably
not a vector particle.
The isospin of the meson iii either T ::: 0 or T c 1 because of its production
[roman initialK-p system in association with a AO • Absence of appreciable decay
+ - + 0 - i:. - + 0 - + _.into 'IT '11' • 'if '11' 1J" • Z'ifar • 21r '2v 211' and 3'll' 3.'11· implies the absence of appreciable
. +.
decay into nvo• If the decay into '11' 1T1, occurs strongly. then the neutral mode
'IT'01\ Oll determines the isospin to be T :::I O. However. a "zero" width for thitJ
meson is not excluded (r.:s 12 MeV). 10 The predicted branching ratios for a
strongly decaying T ::: 0 TrI1" system are in fair agreement with the observed
ratios. i 1 In addition. observation of six e +e - converaion paira and four Compton
electrons in association with the - 50 AO + M?v! events in the 959-MeV region

.. "-.
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points to a. high multiplicity o£ gammas in the all-neutral decay, consistent with
. . 0 0 12
"R' 'IT 1"\.
In summary, we have observed a meson of mass 959::2 MeV, 13 full width'
+ -I'S 12 MeV. and iaoapin T ;s 0 o~ 1. which decays into 'It 11' '1'\. No appreciable
decay into two, ~ree, four, or six pions is observed. The angular correlation
o!the Ct:!. and the. 11'+ in thQ dipion rest ay~tem is not sin2e ,rnaJcil.'lg:,untikely thee
p.. .... I·. TMj\,'
. J , CI 1 assignment. If we assume a strong decay (nonzero-width), the meson has
. . . .
. p .. + 14lsospin ~ :: ~ and G. parity ::I + 1, v;.i th J probably 0 or '1 • However. electro-
magnetic decay cannot be ruled out. The path length at 2.45 BaV/c is appr ox-.
.~.:
iIY~~tely 0.6 J.l.b per event. The -44 AiTiT'll events at 2.45 BeVle yield a
cross section o£ .about 25 ~b. The average polarization of the A0 produced in
anaoctatfon with this meson is 0. A"P:: 0:1: .2.
We wish to acknowledge helpful discussions with Professors Murray Gell-.
Mann and Donald H. Miller and Dr. Nicola. Cabibbo. We are indebted to the
,
operators of the 72-bi~ ~ubble chamber and the .Bevatron for their skill and
patience.. Furthermore. we thank our scanning and measuring staffs lor their
untiring efforts, without which this experiment wouldnot have been possible.
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" mass.
*Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atornic Energy Commission.
1. The observed full width .is -- 20 MeV, and the resolution is - 16 MeV for
;) + + --the fitted ,A0 11 11 n°'IT 11 reaction.
2. The square of the momentum. transfer from thee proton to the lambda is
defined by ~.2 A:: _ (E _ E
A)2 + (P _ p,,)2., p, p -p -..u.
3. Of the 35 events with 0.86 ~ 1\.1.2 (5n) ~ 0.98 BeV 2, twelve have one, eighteen
+ 0 -have two, three have three, and two have four n 'iT "IT triplets near the
2 + 0 - .2The " mass is defined by 0.282 ~ M ('i'l' '\'1 It ) ~ 0.322 BeY .
This distribution is consistent with a z-andorn coincidence based on the
phase apace for the nOIl7J decay (see Fig. 1b) and the resolution.
4. The resolution for the MM and the '!T+'T- M~',1: is -- 25 Me V; which is
essentially due to the 3% momentum spread in the beam. The observed
full width in thes e MM channels of - 30 MeV gives a full width for the
959 l vfeV meson of ~ 20 MeV.
5. Three A 0 -six-prong and 28 A 0 -four-prong events are consistent with
6.
A °6n or ~o 5". in the total sample (- 300000 scanned pictures). All
2 231 of these eventshave M (611 or "5,,,);;;:, 1.1 Be V •
0+0-In the A 5n events we chose as the 11 that 'IT n", triplet whose rna.s s
2
aquaved is closest to M ::l 0.300. This choice does not always pick
T)
the correct triplet because of the finite resolution. About half of the
ambiguities should be chosen correctly statistically. giving ,18 (of which
38 are unambiguous) correctly and 13 incorrectly chosen. 3
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7. p - +The J ::: 0 , 1 , 1 states can also be formed from (1 ::: L::: 1 or /.::: L::: 2),
8.
~(1 ::: 2, L::: 1 or' /. ::: 1, L::: 2), and (1::: 2, L::: 2) combinations, respectively. t
- \ 2
The 0 (1::: L::: 1) state would give a cos £3 + distribution, in disagreement
'IT "
with the data. The angular correlations would be relatively complicated in
the other cases.
The odd intrinsic parity of the 'inr 1'\ system requires a 1+ matrix element
(proportional to, ~T( X ~11) fora vector-meson. assignment. N. Cabibbo
points out that the resulting sinZ01T 'rj distribution is essentiaUy indep~ndent
of any 1T~w- interaction that might be present (such as at 360 MeV,
Fig. 3b).
9. The A 0 51T that are unambiguous as to the choice of the eta are shown cross-
hatched in Fig. 3c. Replotting the "ambrguoua " A 0 5n so that all possible
combinations contribute equally to the unit area per event does not appre-
ci.ably alter the distribution presented in Fig. 3c.
iO. PG --The T =0 component of the vector-meson octet has T J =01 • li the
1TTfl1 state with Q = + 1 is this Ot--meson, it must decay electromagnetically.
The 1- vector assignment is unlikely, because of the cos () distri-
1T11
bution (Fig. 3c). An. additional argument can be made against this assign-
ment. Charge conjugation invariance in the electromagnetic decay re-
+ -quires a T= 1 1T 'n Tl system, so that all neutral decay must be due to
the modes nOy, Z'lT°y, and 3y. However, the decay rate into nOy relative
to n+'IT-'11 is expected to be very large. The "ClOy rate is proportional to a.
.times a large two-body p~se-8pace factor-, whereas the 1I +11'- '11 decay is
. proportional to g,z, times a smaller three-body phase-space factor. This
+ -is in marked dililagreement with the observed all-neutral to 11 'IT '11 rates.
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11. We use a branching ra.tio of - 2.5 for (t}, decay into a.ll neutraia)/(charg~d
,decay) and 0.5 for 2no /n+,"- (T,g; 0). For the -44 events at low L:J.2 at ':
"2.45 BeV/c, this predicts an a.pportionment of 8, 21, ,4, and 11 events,..
+ - + - 0 0respectively, as 1T 1T 'I") h " n 11 n t • 1r on "h ' and all neutral.c g. neu • c g. "
.1 We observe 4, 14, ~6, ;S20, respectively, in fair agreement with the
predicted apportionment. ' In add.iti~,n. we note that we have not observed
:t:o o :f: ;-any 'IT rr T) enhancement in. ~ (nw) states. This constitutes weak
evidence against T = 1•.
12. None of the, 10 detected 'V events was consistent with A'V'V production. The
MM in K-p-A + 'V + MM for these events is peaked from SOO'to 900 MeV•
This suggests an average of approximately 4 to ? gammas for each of the
50 A 0 + MM events. The observed detection efficiency for the gammas
is then 10/(4 to 5) X 50 ~ 40/0, a reasonable value for the 72-in. chamber.
13. We note that evidence for an enhancement in the missing mass opposite the A
; in the, reaction K - + P -+ A + neutrals near this value has been observed by
the Brookhaven bubble chamber group. [See M. Goldberg, M. Gundzik,
J. Leitner, S. Lichtman, P. L. 'Connolly, E. L. Hart, K. W. Lai,
G. London, G. C. Moneti, R. R. Rau, N. P. Samios, 1. O. Skillicorn,
and S. S. Yamamoto, Study of K-p - A (Ko) + neutrals at 2.3 BeV/c, Bull.
14.
Am. Phys. Soc. 9, 23 (1964).]
-+ +The existence of a singlet 00 meson as well as 1 mesons has long been
conjectured by M. Gell-Mann. J. Schwinger has also proposed a 0- 6
rne son at a mass of .....1500 MeV [Phys. Rev. Letters g, 237 (1964)).
o
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Fig. 1. (a) .;. t 0 - ~Distribution of the effective mas s 8qtu:.red of 'Or' \.. rr' ,'("iT b, the
- 0 + + 0 - events
reaction K p- A 11' Tt T.' T.'. The shaded area rep:rcs0l'1tsjiu which the
square of the momentwn transfer fr orn the nro';;on to the lambda.,,b,2 ".
~ ?lL
is less than 0.5 BeV2.. (b) Distribution of the effective rnas s s quaved of
',dl four 'Ii' 1r()'Ii'''" combinations in the 35 .l\_~"-'-'riTi,O·.i-'l7() events in (a) where
O.86 ~ M2(51r')~ 0.98 BeV2. The data a r e at incident mornenta of 2.,45.2.63.
and 2.70 BeV/ c.
l·-·ir', 2, (;J.) Distribution of the square of the mass of aU neutrals (~v'.~M) in the
r;;;;<.;.ction K-p - 1'..0 + neutrals (MJ\1), ful evc.mts consistent viith a fit to
..,-+ P -Ao + KG have been subtracted frorn tJ:;,c plot, (b) Dist:db"lltion of
t21e effective mass squared of 'IT++ rI' - + neut:i:.:ol::; (M~v1) in the reaction
- 0 + ..Ie p- A 7r TI' + neutrals (MM), The c r oa chatched events have been selected
t b i t nt Ith o{O ")8/ "1f1l;~2. O ... ..,~· .,2,'0 e cons s e Wl " • L. "" J.vH~il ~ • »c: ,t:::;.(;: \; t- [c ] Di st r i bution of the
8 quare of the effective mass of 'fI'+11'0 'iT- in the reaction K - P -'"Ii() 'iT+iTt} rr-.
+- - + + - -(d) Distribution of the square of the e ffe ctive mass of rr rr and TI' 'iT ji 11"
- 0+- 0++--in the reactions K p - A 1r' 1r' and A TI' 'ir 1i '11" , respectively. Shaded
events are thoae with low momentum tra..'YlSfclt' from the pr-oton to the lambda
(l:J.'lp A~ 0.5 BeV'l). All data are at 2.45 BeV/ c incident K- mornenturn,
Fig. 3. (a) Dalitz plot [MZ('lT+"o) versus M 2(rr- Tl ol '>'.nd projections fo r the 61 events
in the rea-:tions K"p-NSlr and A°'lT+7l'~ + neuti:alo with O,86~ M:.2{51T) or
2 + - 0M ('Ii' 11' + MM=tt) ~ 0.98. (b) Distribution of th.e s quare of the effective
mass o£thev+1r'- outside the '110 for the 61. evenee shown in (a), (c) Distribution
of the cosine of the angle included between the 'I"( 0 and the '[f+ (;.'-8 v.iewod in
. + -the diplou (1r' 1f ) rest frame. Shaded events a re those fz-ozn the reaction
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